THE IMPACT OF YOUR SUPPORT

You are part of our nationwide programs that have reached more than 2 million children since the Foundation was established 20 years ago. Thank you.

Reach in 20 years: 2,320,000+ CHILDREN

HELPING CHILDREN RECOVER

You've helped children recover from traumatic events or violent circumstances. Through our Children Ahead program, you've provided intensive, therapeutic support.

320+ CHILDREN

AIDING KIDS IN CRISIS

Every year, thousands of children in Australia arrive in emergency accommodation – many with only the clothes they are wearing. Thanks to you, they receive a Buddy Bag - a backpack full of basic essential items including a toothbrush, toothpaste, hairbrush, face washer, pillowcase, activity kit, book, PJs, underwear, socks and the all-important teddy bear.

Delivered to date: 90,000 BUDDY BAGS

BUILDING CYBER SAFE COMMUNITIES

eSmart provides a prevention and risk management framework for Australian schools and libraries to help them better integrate cyber safety practices and promote the safe use of online technology in their community.

One third of all Australian schools, and more than 75% of Australian public libraries are safer places for Aussie kids.

EDUCATING COMMUNITIES ON CYBER SAFETY AND BULLYING

Our informative Connect workshops are relevant for schools, libraries, businesses, government and community organisations. Choose from 60 minute workshops or tailor make your own to suit your needs and audience.

CONNECT ATTEEDEES: 50,000

TEACHING KIDS TO BE SMART, SAFE + RESPONSIBLE ONLINE

You're helping school children gain their eSmart Digital Licence, an online challenge using quizzes and activities that give children the skills to learn, play and socialise safely online.

OVER 240,000 DIGITAL LICENCES